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docAlpha 4.5 Training

Date: November 9 - 13, 2015 

Time:

November 9th: 11:00 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST
November 10 - 12: 9:00 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST
November 13th: 9:00 a.m. - 2 p.m. EST

Address: 234 3rd Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL, 33701

Meal: Light snacks and lunches during the training days 
are provided by Artsyl Technologies. Please inform us 
in advance if you have special dietary requirements. It 
will be our pleasure to accommodate all reasonable 
requests.

                          docAlpha
Certi�cation Training

Artsyl Technologies would like to invite you to participate in the upcoming
docAlpha 4.5 certi�cation training which is to be held in November 2015 in
St. Petersburg, Florida. The event is oriented to Artsyl partners and docAlpha users.

The certi�cation course includes �ve days of intensive classroom training which 
will cover docAlpha 4.5 technologies including Batch Capture, Distributed 
Capture and Semi-Structured Forms Recognition. This deep technical dive will be 
a huge asset for your professional services and support teams. The knowledge 
obtained will provide your team with the tools and knowledge to succeed in their 
daily tasks and challenges. 

To register for the training please contact:
Artsyl: 905-326-0676 sales@artsyltech.com
or (301) 525-5405 je�_m@artsyltech.com

The training will cover all technical details of docAlpha to master the all sides of 
the software operation. It starts from the product deployment and proceeds to 
the administrator and solution architect levels. The trainees learn how to use the 
product e�ciently and how to set up and con�gure work�ows, design capture 
logic and distribute tasks among the team members.

The sessions cover working with users and user groups and setting compli-
ance-friendly automatic user policies, traditional batch splitting as well as 
document assembly based on batch structure; address �exible batch splitting and 
routing based on automatic triggers, harnessing the whole power of the hardware 
running the system by using multi-threading, multi-processing and parallel 
multi-service approaches; setting up the licensing from simple local networking 
to distributed networks and centralized control of licenses used by branch o�ce 
multi-server installations and cloud license deployments.

The trainees will obtain set of skills to be pro�cient with the Design Station. During 
the training lecturers will cover the set up procedures for fully automatic data 
extraction from �xed forms and semi-structured documents.  Every lecture will be 
followed with a training exercise to practice new skills and concrete obtained 
product knowledge. The Designer training starts from learning the most import-
ant tools and approaches to setting up automatic document classi�cation and 
data capture. Those tools are then used in several practices of increasing complex-
ity, for tasks including context-based searches, regular expression extraction, 
cascading classi�cation, multi-alternative searches with weighted criteria, 
relations-based searches and other advanced classi�cation and extraction tasks. 
This part of the training is followed with learning the details of the Designer 
Wizard and where the Wizard can save time and e�orts in simplifying the classi�-
cation and extraction jobs setup.

The training also includes hands-on use of the Table Wizard to create semi-struc-
tured de�nitions for processing line item details in a point-&-click manner, one of 
the most powerful new tools introduced in docAlpha version 4.5. The training also 
covers new features and tools introduced in Service Pack 4 such as working with 
user groups, company hierarchy and multi-level administration, nested triggers 
and setting up a docAlpha web server for thin client deployments with zero 
footprint on the user machines and more.

Artsyl develops Smart Process Technology to Power 
Process Improvement. This means Artsyl’s technolo-
gies will help reduce costs, improve data accuracy, 
speed work�ows, improve visibility and help ensure 
compliance in most any business process.

Artsyl’s Smart Process Platform, called docAlpha, is 
used to create Smart Process Applications. A Smart 
Process Platform is technology which allows users to 
implement Multi-Channel Document Capture (Scans, 
Emails, Electronic, Mobile, Fax, FTP and WebDAV), 
Advanced OCR and Text Recognition, Document 
Classi�cation, Automated Splitting, Dynamic 
Routing, Data Extraction, Rules Based Validation, 
Approvals and Application Integration in order to 
Improve Process Performance.

Smart Process Applications (SPAs) are speci�c work-
�ows which have been con�gured using docAlpha in 
order to achieve optimum performance of a speci�c 
work process.

· Reduces manual handling of documents

· Eliminates data entry

· Increase data accuracy

· Speeding up the Work�ow

· Ensure better compliance

· Better Visibility
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